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Level 2 Agricultural and Horticultural Science, 2018
91294 Demonstrate understanding of how NZ commercial 

management practices influence livestock  
growth and development

9.30 a.m. Wednesday 28 November 2018 
Credits: Four

Achievement Achievement with Merit Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate understanding of how 
management practices influence 
livestock growth and development in 
commercial production in New Zealand.

Demonstrate in-depth understanding of 
how management practices influence 
livestock growth and development in 
commercial production in New Zealand.

Demonstrate comprehensive 
understanding of how management 
practices influence livestock growth and 
development in commercial production 
in New Zealand.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the 
top of this page.

You should attempt ALL the questions in this booklet.

If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.

Check that this booklet has pages 2–12 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.

YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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Achievement

10

No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material 
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose 

of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.



















Achievement Exemplar 2018 
Subject Level 2 Agricultural and Horticultural Science Standard 91294 Total score 10 

Q Grade 
score Annotation 

1 A4 

The candidate does not fully describe how livestock measurement is carried out, 
but does show an understanding by discussing that the lighter livestock will be 
drafted out to ensure faster weight gain (growth rate). 
The candidate could have improved their response by explaining that the smaller 
livestock could have been provided with increased feed intake to ensure that their 
weight increased at a faster rate to bring them up to par with the heavier livestock. 

2 A3 

The candidate correctly discusses artificial insemination as a selective breeding 
practice and some of the traits that dairy farmers are selecting for.  
To improve, the candidate could have linked these better genetics to an increase 
in growth rate in the calves or an increase in milk quality or volume in heifers. 

3 A3 

The candidate correctly describes how the health management practice is carried 
out with detailed steps. 
The response could have been improved by linking the prevention of flystrike to 
an increase in growth rate for the livestock. 




